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It is painful for us to witness developing countries struggle to secure financing to expand childhood immunization. Immunization is one of the best investments to improve lives around the world, and the total cost of fully vaccinating every child in developing countries is a small fraction of the amount that our own home countries spend on coffee or on cruise missiles every year. Yet while we urge rich nations to increase their investments in global vaccination, we recognize that we cannot rely solely on additional funding to realize the tremendous potential of expanded immunization. We must also maximize the number of children that we protect with every committed dollar and dose of vaccine that we purchase.

“High rates of vaccine wastage were tolerable in the past when vaccines cost a few cents per dose, but wastage will be a major drain on resources once vaccines that are as much as 50 times more expensive are introduced.”

Nearly 80% of children in the world are now vaccinated every year, with even some of the most troubled countries, such as the Democratic Republic of the Congo, reaching the majority of their children. As a result, there is a common misconception in the global health community that the delivery of vaccines in most countries functions optimally, requiring little additional attention and resources. The architects and implementers of existing vaccine delivery systems certainly deserve praise, and their efforts are largely adequate for the demands of current vaccines.

But we cannot be complacent.

An unprecedented wave of new vaccines capable of dramatic impact on health outcomes, including for malaria and TB, will likely be launched over the next decade. Many of the new vaccines will be substantially more expensive and bulkier than traditional antigens and will place accumulative strain on delivery systems. Total vaccine costs and volume in many developing countries will leap over the next two years to as much as 20 times greater than before recent vaccine introductions began, with further dramatic increases as additional vaccines are introduced later in the decade (Fig. 1).

Many countries have introduced at most one new vaccine over the past 30 years, and their vaccine delivery systems are not currently designed to accommodate this impending wave of change. Nevertheless, many developing countries plan to introduce two new vaccines in the next three years. Beneath their relatively well-functioning surfaces, vaccine delivery systems have weaknesses that will be seriously exacerbated by the introduction of each new vaccine. In some countries, as many as 50% of vaccine doses are wasted by not being administered, and many more doses are exposed to freezing temperatures that can reduce their potency.6

Some waste is inevitable when immunizing children in the most remote areas of the world, as it is in any system that delivers heat sensitive or perishable products. In many countries, however, wastage and freezing far exceed the necessary levels.7, 8 High rates of vaccine wastage were tolerable in the past when vaccines cost a few cents per dose, but wastage will be a major drain on resources once vaccines that are as much as 50 times more expensive are introduced. Even if the prices of new vaccines fall substantially in the coming year, every one percent of vaccine that is wasted or frozen across countries supported by the GAVI Alliance will represent millions of dollars annually – millions that we cannot afford to lose in the current constrained financing environment.
We thus need a paradigm shift in our approach to the delivery of new and existing vaccines. Maximizing the value we get from every dollar that we invest in immunization and every vaccine vial that we procure must be an equal priority to expanding coverage and accelerating new vaccine introduction, with the design and execution of delivery systems correspondingly receiving as much attention as the development of new technologies. If the hundreds of millions of dollars that have been invested in vaccine development are to be translated into the desired transformation in disease burden, vaccine delivery systems must themselves be transformed.

**“Revamping deeply rooted systems in time to meet the demands of the next decade will require commitment, creativity, and investment from all actors involved in the global vaccine enterprise, most notably the governments of developing countries themselves.”**

Revamping deeply rooted systems in time to meet the demands of the next decade will require commitment, creativity, and investment from all actors involved in the global vaccine enterprise, most notably the governments of developing countries themselves. In recent years, several leading vaccine organizations have been the vanguard of pursuing this transformation, identifying, testing, and promoting innovative approaches to more effectively and efficiently delivering vaccines.

But these organizations cannot achieve large-scale change on their own. Every actor in the global vaccines community should pursue a number of priorities to create that change, adapting solutions to the specific needs of each country. The priorities include:

- **Redesign delivery channels** – Many countries can cut out entire layers of the delivery chain, better utilize innovative cold chain technologies, and/or contract the expertise of the private companies that successfully deliver heat sensitive products to the most remote areas;
- **Leverage true vaccine stability** – Some vaccines can survive at controlled temperatures above the traditional range for substantial periods. Manufacturers, regulators, and countries should exploit this stability to more efficiently reach remote areas;
- **Align incentives for efficiency** – Countries should ensure that all staff in the delivery system are accountable for minimizing waste while maximizing coverage;
- **Transform information** – Countries and their partners should pursue a vision in which a national manager or a remote nurse can view vaccine usage and coverage of children at the click of a button. The technology to do so exists – we just need the will and creativity to use it;
- **Invest in people** – Countries can no longer rely on a handful of appropriately trained individuals to distribute vaccines worth tens of millions of dollars. Any improvement to vaccine delivery will require a substantial increase in the number, training, and retention of logistics staff.

Scientific ingenuity and investment is providing the world with a historic portfolio of new vaccines. Governments, donors, researchers, companies, and NGOs must now mobilize similarly exceptional ingenuity and modest additional investment (a small fraction of the cost of purchasing new vaccines) in supply chain management to ensure that those vaccines are delivered to all children around the world as rapidly and efficiently as possible.
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